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I began teaching in Northamptonshire in 2002. My first role in management was as second in Science at a rural
Hampshire school. In 2006 I became Head of Science at an inner city school in Southampton. Since
progressing into management, I have undertaken a considerable amount of outreach work with other schools.
From 2009 to 2013, I supported newly appointed heads of science in departments across the city of Southampton
in conjunction with the LA Science Coordinator. During my time as Head of Science in Southampton, I became the
lead teacher for OCR for the Southern region, supporting the exam board in delivering the gateway science exam
syllabus.
In 2013, I joined Sir Christopher Hatton Academy as Assistant Principal with responsibility for science. The
following year I was appointed as Senior Assistant Principal with responsibility for standards and progress of
students across the curriculum. I also retained strategic overview of the science department. I have experienced
6 Ofsted inspections (3 in a leadership capacity) giving me a unique insight into the importance of strategy,
systems and procedures with regards to school improvement. I have recently facilitated the SSAT National Award
for Middle Leaders (NAML) training and I also facilitate NPQH training. In 2015, I was promoted to Vice Principal
where I became responsible for monitoring and developing teaching and learning across Sir Christopher Hatton
Academy.
During my outreach work I have:
· Supported colleagues who have been newly appointed in post
· Successfully developed strategies with Heads of Science in other schools to improve the outcomes of students
· Delivered whole school twilight sessions on the effective use of data
· Supported heads of department in implementing new science GCSEs
· Facilitated SSAT NAML
- Lead session on effective teaching strategies at both and National and regional teaching conferences
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